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It is a great pleasure to greet the Gyan Devi

Salwan Public School family through
e- newsletter “Élémentaire E- bulletin ’’.

The school accords high priority to the

motivation and empowerment of the

students to be true learners and critical

thinkers.

Our effort to bring out this e-newsletter

is not only to provide a forum for giving

vent to the creative abilities of the students

but also provide information to the worthy

parents about the developmental happenings

in the Primary School.

Dimple Chawla

(HEAD MISTRESS)

MESSAGE



INTER CLASS COMPETITIONS

CLASSES – I-II

An Inter-House Character enactment Competition 
was organised on the theme Indian Scientists. The 

students portrayed the work of different Indian 
scientists with great enthusiasm. The students 

demonstrated great confidence and skill in their 
diverse performances.

CLASSES - III-V

An Inter Class Dance Competition was 
organised 

for classes III-V on various styles of

Western and Indian – Hip Hop, contemporary,

Classic bollywood numbers. The participants

mesmerised the audience with their spell

bounding performances.



CLASSES - IV-V

TOPIC- RENEWABLE RESOURCES OF ENERGY AS A 
SOURCE OF ELECTRICITY

To gauge personality traits and involve our children in 
free exchange of  thoughts and ideas, an Inter 

house Group Discussion was conducted on 28 
October 2015 to gauge the knowledge of the students 

regarding renewable resources of energy and their 
views on the advantages and disadvantages using 

these resources as source of energy. 
This discussion helped the young students to enhance 

their knowledge regarding various   renewable and 
non renewable resources of      energy and how 

electricity can be produced      using it. The students 
spoke with zeal and confidence with   good voice   

modulation.

WINNERS
1st prize - Aazan and kavya (Ambar house)

Samridhi and Deepnarain (Amrit House)

2nd Prize - Sara and Ishika (Achal house)



IT’S A CAMP THING

A fun learning experience and a day to be just kids. Gyan Devi

Salwan Public school organized one day adventure camp on 14

November’ 2015 in the school premises for the students of class

nursery to class V. The participants were given an unforgettable and

thrilling experience of various activities like commando net, Burma

bridge, hippityhop, zip line, tarzan swing, tunnel crawl, woody web,

rope ladder climbing, cross fire, tent pitching, tug of war, zorbing, 3

tyre hurdle etc. Children enthusiastically participated in all the

activities under the trained instructor. Along with adventure children

enjoyed the delicious food served to them. Within a short span of 6-8

hours, the adventure needs of students were met.Children had the

pleasure of watching a hand puppet show conducted by the members

of rock sport. The children thoroughly enjoyed watching the show. At

the end, children tapped their feet on the beats of DJ and afterwards

were picked by their parents after the camp. It was a day filled with

fun and frolic.



The most enriching learning process takes place through 

collaboration . With this aim in mind Gyan Devi Salwan 

Public School conducted special assembly on 9th

November’ 2015 on “Deepon ke rang swatchata ke 

sang”. The assembly showcased the importance of 

maintaining cleanliness and good hygiene at home and 

in our surroundings. The message conveyed was for 

each one of us to contribute towards keeping our 

country clean

. The main objective in conducting such an assembly, 

was to instill the importance of Cleanliness in our daily 

lives and how children can integrate the same in their 

habits. Children of class I showcased a puppet show on 

cleanliness, 

Class II students sang a self composed song on Swacha 

Bharat, Class III and IV students performed dance of 

clean India and Class V students performed a 

“nukkadnatak” on cleaning river Yamuna

. The Principal Mrs. Mukul Jha enlightened the students  

about various safety measures while celebrating various 

festivals.

“Be the change you want to see in the world” 
........Mahatma Gandhi



Fill your homes with prayers and lights – Not with fumes and

crackers

Let the cracking good times continue without crackers.



SHREYASH
IIIB



Let the cracking good times continue 
without the fire cracker

DEEPNARAIN
VA





In order to make children aware of uses of waste material,

and to give them a lesson on reducing waste to save our

future, a ‘Best out of waste’ activity was organized for

primary classes. Mind blowing, beyond expectation,

fabulous ideas were demonstrated by students. Right from

waste coconut shells, to broken bangles, waste bottles every

waste material was used and the result was a hall full of

projects made out of waste.



SEEING BEYOND SIGHT



BOOKS

Books are very best,
They come in our test.
It can be big or small,
You purchase it in the
mall

SOLAR SYSTEM

Solar system is very 

big,

It’s  back ground is 

black like a wig.

There are 8 planets,

We can see many 

comets.

MOTHERS

Mothers,
Are best than others.
They are helpful  to us,
They like to pick us
from the school bus.

THE CREATURES

The birds fly, In the sky.
The crow crock, On the 
rock.                      
Those bees, Live on trees.                  
The quietest little dog,
Has a home in a log.

THE EARTH

Earth is a very best 
planet,
My teacher says first it 
was a comet.
It’s very green and blue,
We can guess the word 
earth in every clue

ON THE TREE

One two three,

We are on the tree.

Four five six, 

We will not break 

their sticks.

Seven eight nine,

Can we eat the pine

DIRECTIONS

North South East West,
They are very good in G.K 
test.
They tell us the position,
Also you can find location.



Performance day by IVA



HIMANI BAKSHI


